bin packing problem. Suppose that bin capacities can vary. Given a list of items, the goal is to pack items in the bins which arrive in an on-line way such that the total size of bins used is minimized. It is shown that next fit and first fit (decreasing) algorithms all have a worst-case performance bound of 2.
Introduction
In the standard version of variable-sized bin packing, we are given a list L = (aI, . . . , a,) of items, each with item size s(ai) E (0, 11, and several different types B' , . _ . , B' of bins with sizes 1 = s(B') > s(B') > ..' > s(B'). There is an inexhaustible supply of bins of each size. The goal is to pack the given items into the bins so that the sum of the sizes of the bins used is minimum.
In the on-line version of variable-sized bin packing studied in several papers [3-5,8,9-j, we cannot preview and rearrange the items of L before packing, but must instead accept and immediately pack each item as it arrives. In this note we consider a new on-line version of variable-sized bin packing. We have all information on the items, but we cannot preview the types of the bins before packing. We must decide which items should be packed in the bin as it arrives. A new 'This research is supported by the Spezialforschungsbereich F 003 "Optimierung und Kontrolle". bin will arrive after the current bin is closed. A closed bin cannot be opened again. An essential assumption is that each bin size is not less than the size of the largest item.
Observe that for the case that all bins are of size one, this is just the classical one-dimensional bin packing problem.
This on-line restriction arises in some applications. Consider a flexible manufacture system. Here the items represent jobs to be performed and the item sizes correspond to the times required to execute the jobs. In a workshop there is a list L of jobs to be executed on a machine. However, the machine is available for L only in some periods of times (bin sizes) and we do not know any information on the subsequent periods. The goal is to minimize the total available time of the machine for executing the jobs in L.
Clearly, this problem is NP-hard. In the following, we state and analyse some efficient approximation algorithms. For a list L of items and an approximation algorithm A, let s(A, L) denote the total size of bins used by algorithm A and let s(OPT, L) denote the total size of bins used in an optimal packing. Then the worst-case performance bound of algorithm A is defined as
Especially, for the classical bin packing problem, s(A, L) and s(OPT, L) are just the total number of bins used by algorithm A and the total number of bins used in an optimal packing, respectively.
We will adapt some approximation algorithms from the classical one dimensional bin packing problem to the new model and investigate their behavior. A first fit decreasing (FFD) algorithm as well as a next fit decreasing (NFD) algorithm can perform as badly as a next fit (NF) strategy from the viewpoint of worst-case analysis.
Classical bin packing
In 1984, Coffman et al. [2] gave an excellent survey paper on bin packing problems.
Almost all the algorithms for the classical bin packing can be found in their paper. In the following, four famous algorithms for the classical bin packing problem are listed, which will be adapted to the new problem later. Only if no item fits in the open bin, the bin is closed and a new bin is opened. We will use the second explanation in this paper. Johnson et al. [7] proved that S,", = g.
(iii) The Next Fit Decreasing (NFD) algorithm first orders the items so that s(aI) 3 s(aZ) 3 ... 3 ~(a,,) , and then applies NF to the reordered list. Baker and Coffman [l] showed that NFD is much better than NF and S& = 1.69103 . . holds.
(iv) The First Fit Decreasing (FFD) algorithm also sorts the items of the list into nonincreasing order, and then applies FF (the second explanation) to the reordered list. Johnson et al. [7] gave the tight worst-case performance bound y for the FFD algorithm.
On the new problem
Now, we analyse analogous versions of those four algorithms when they are applied to the new problem. Let A denote any of those algorithms. Let B1, . . . , B, denote the ordered list of m bins containing L as closed by algorithm A. We also use Bi to denote the sum of the item sizes in Bi without causing any confusion. Bi -B1 -B, + s(B,) i=l i=l < 2 5 s(Ui) + 1 d 2s(OPT, L) + 1. 0 i=l Now, we give an instance to prove that the bound 2 is tight for an A packing. Before constructing a list, we define numbers Ei as follows. Suppose that 6 > 0. Then (1) Itiseasytoseethatfori=l,...,n-2 E, + Eg < 2E1 and ZEi+l > 36. Proof. Let n be a positive integer and 6 < 2-(n+Z) be a sufficient small positive number. Suppose that Ei, i = 1, . . , II are defined according to (1). The items of the list L will belong to n +2 groups. The first group contains only one item of size i + 6. Group 2 has two items of size i. The ith group, for i = 3, . , n +2, contains 2'-' items of size i(l -si-2). Obviously, the items have a nonincreasing order. The group i of items is denoted by Ti. Now turn to the bins. The bins have n + 3 groups which are denoted by B 1, ... > Bn+3, respectively. Each group contains only one type of bins. B1 contains one bin of size 1. B2 has one bin of size 3 + 6. For 3 < i 6 n + 2, Bi contains 2'-3 bins of size 1 -si-2. The last group B,+ 3 has 2" bins of size 1 -6.
So, we have
Let us consider the optimal packing first. Clearly, T, can be packed in B2, one item fills one bin. T, can be placed into B,, two items fit one bin. Ti will be put into Bi, 3 d i d n +2, each bin contains two items. Every bin used is full and the (n +3)th group of bins is not required (never arrives). The total size of bins used is s(OPT, L) = 1 + (~ + 6) + C 2'( 1 -Ei+ 1) i=O <2"+1 However, the (n + 3)th group of bins is used by any A packing. T1 will be packed into B1 each bin contains one item and the remaining space of each bin is almost a half and will be wasted. Tz will be placed into Bz and B3, each bin contains one item too. For i = 3, . . , n+2, Ti fills Up Bi+l, one item fits one bin. It is observed that the remaining space of each bin in Bi (2 < i < n +2) is Applying Theorem 3.1 finally completes the proof. 0
Conclusion and future research
In this paper, a new problem on on-line variable-sized bin packing is investigated. It is easy to modify some algorithms of classical bin packing to the new problem, but unfortunately even the analogue of FFD has a worst-case performance bound of 2! Note that in our problem there is only one open bin at a time. It can be extended to a general case that there are at most k(k 3 1) open bins at a time. However, with the list in Theorem 3.2, it is easy to find that the bound 2 cannot be improved for the FFD algorithm even in such a general case. An obvious open problem is to design some algorithms with a worst-case performance bound less than 2. Giving a lower bound for this kind of problem is another interesting work.
